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Abstract—The mercury-cadmium-tellurium (MCT) sen-
sors are considered the ideal infrared detectors to equip
the focal plane arrays (FPAs) of astronomical scientific
missions and nowadays, Europe is not self-sufficient on
this technology. To tackle this problem, the Astronomy
European Infrared Detector (ASTEROID) project aims
to provide Europe with the capability to manufacture
high performance infrared focal plane arrays devoted to
scientific use, space astronomy and ground-based telescope
infrastructures. The resulting detector will be a hybridized
MCT array with a CdZnTe substrate of 2k x 2k pixels
and 15 µm of pixel pitch. The Institut de Fı́sica d’Altes
Energies (IFAE) will lead the task to validate the detector
performance with respect to the hybridization reliability
between the readout integrated circuit (ROIC) and the
MCT detector by submitting it to several low temperature
thermal cycles. After every thermal stress, the detector
will be optically characterized in order to measure any
performance degradation and possible problems with the
pixel operability. To perform such tasks, two custom
setups, focused on optical and cryo-vacuum aspects were
developed, which used in conjunction, allow to cool down
the detector from the room temperature up to ∼30K while
it is electro-optically characterized in terms of linearity,
gain, quantum efficiency and cosmetics defects, among
others. The whole cryo-vacuum system and the optical
setup is fully described in this paper as part of the work
packages assigned to IFAE to test the hybridized detector
to assess the reliability at operating temperature and after
several thermal cycles.
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vacuum dewar, temperature control
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TABLE I
MAIN ALFA DETECTOR CHARACTERISTICS [6]

Parameter Value

Operating Wavelength 0.8 - 2.1 µm

Cutoff Wavelength 2.1 µm

Quantum Efficiency 74% mean value

Operation Temperature 100K

Dark Current @ 100K < 0.5 e−/sec

Linear Well Capacity 60 ke−

Non-Linearity 3.2% and 2.5%

Cross-Talk (IPC) 0.6% to 1.1%

Readout Noise (single CDS) 11.4 to 11.5 e−

Readout Speed 100 kHz

I. INTRODUCTION

FEW years ago, the European Space Agency (ESA)
promoted the research around the development of

large size detectors available for scientific missions. Tak-
ing advantage of their long expertise on this field [1] [2],
two companies, CEA [3] and Lynred [4], developed the
Astronomy Large Format Array detector (ALFA) which
was addressed to the ESA’s Near Infrared Large Format
Sensor Array (NIRLFSA) roadmap for the development
of large format focal plane arrays for low fluxes and
low noise. The ALFA readout integrated circuit (ROIC),
one of the key developments of this novel detector, is
composed by a matrix of 2048 x 2048 pixels with 15 µm
pitch and its overall size is close to 30 x 30 mm. In order
to achieve these dimensions, the stitching technique has
been implemented in the foundry and the ROIC is able to
drive the pixels data through a maximum of 32 outputs
channels with a readout speed up to 6 MHz, with the
options to also readout at 100 kHz with 1 and 4 outputs.
Table I summarizes the main ALFA detector performance
measured at the CEA-IRFU [5] facilities [6].

Meanwhile, ESA-ALFA program aims to develop the
first 2048 x 2048 15µm pitch detector made in Europe,
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the Astronomy European Infrared Detector (ASTEROID)
[7] detector, founded by the European Commission in
the frame of a H2020-COMPET program strategy and
lead by key research institutions (CEA-Leti [8], CEA-
IRFU and IFAE [9]) and industrial partners (Lynred,
EVG [10] and ADDL [11]). The final goal is to achieve a
European IR detector manufacturer ready to produce this
NIR/SWIR detector with the requested grade of technol-
ogy readiness level (TRL). Additionally, ASTEROID will
prepare the future technologies ready to mass produce
this detector and also to access to larger format detectors
such as 4k x 4k.

In order to test the resulting devices, the IFAE is lead-
ing the research to validate the detector performance con-
cerning the hybridization reliability between the ROIC
and the MCT detector, which is a key process on the
way to get better and cost effective focal plane arrays
(FPAs). The validation will be performed by submitting
the detector to several low temperature thermal cycles
in the range between the room temperature and ∼50K.
During the thermal cycle tests, the detector will be opti-
cally characterized in order to measure any performance
degradation, the pixel operability, disconnected or dead,
which have special interest for those teams looking to
validate the thermo-mechanical model ruling these FPAs.

To carry out such tests, custom setups are demanded,
many of them spread along Europe [12] and US [13] with
the specifications focused mainly on the electro-optical
(EO) characterization of novel detectors or devoted to
perform the detector’s characterization and validation
prior its use on further instrumentation development.
All the existing setups have demonstrated that fulfill the
requirements to perform the standard EO tests [14] [15]
(dark current, relative and absolute quantum efficiency,
conversion and electronic gain, CCD charge transfer
efficiency, crosstalk and inter-pixel capacitance, linearity
and well depth, image persistence, etc) without focusing
on the thermal stress issues. This way, two setups were
developed at IFAE which fulfill with these stakeholders
needs, regarding the suitable optical illumination of the
detector by means of a custom optical setup and the
appropriate thermal stress using a cryo-vacuum system
with capabilities to reach cryogenics thermal cycles.
Each setup comes from a different engineering field and
interacts between them in a synchronized way. Figure
1 shows a diagram of how the setups are connected to
form an integrated system.

II. DETECTOR DESCRIPTION

The detectors used in scientific space and ground
application, must fulfill with the highest specifications
regarding their performance, specially those oriented to
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the integrated setups to perform the
characterization of detectors focusing on the thermal stress.

astronomy, where the detector have to meet high TRL
levels and support radiation events. For this reason, MCT
detectors have been called the ideal infrared detector
material, since they offer the higher performance for
space application with today’s available technology [16].
Moreover, applications on the astronomy domain also
impose to deal with two major challenges: i) low photon
fluxes; and ii) detectors resolution. The latter is overcome
by the manufacturers through the rise of the number of
pixels on large FPAs. The low photon fluxes, due to
the fact that far away celestial objects are observed or
because of the use of narrow-band spectral techniques, is
solved using a two-stage approach on the MCT material:
firstly, increasing the absorption coefficient or quantum
efficiency at the covered detector wavelength range; and
secondly, with the detector working at a temperature
where the photons due the background temperature
equals the dark current, point called background-limited
performance (BLIP) [17]. At the end, all these improve-
ments look for not to lose any valuable photon.

As shown in figure 2, dark current strongly decreases
by cooling down the detector, which can be predicted by
the dark current diffusion model on MCT materials [18].
A rule of thumb for the maximum operation temperature
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Fig. 2. Dark current vs temperature for the NIRLFSA devices with
a cutoff wavelength of 2.45 µm [2].

Tmax for a detector with a cutoff wavelength λc is [19]:

Tmax(K)
=

200K

λc(µm)

Using this equation, for a detector with a cutoff wave-
length of 2.1 µm, the maximum operation temperature
should be ∼95K. In addition to the diffusion dark current
which is temperature dependent, there are other ways
how the dark current is created but they are mainly
related with the manufacturing process and the applied
bias voltages.

Quantum efficiency is also temperature dependent
since the combination between mercury, cadmium and
tellurium in the proportion of Hg1−xCdxTe defines the
bandgap energy (eV) for the desirable cutoff wavelength.
For smaller bandgaps and longer cutoff wavelengths, the
temperature modifies the manufacturer’s cutoff, which
should be considered during the foundry process. As
shown in figure 3, the quantum efficiency depends of
the wavelength since the discrete absorption of photons
at different wavelengths is performed at diverse depths
on the MCT material.

III. OPTICAL SETUP DESCRIPTION

To perform the characterization of the ASTEROID
detector, an optical setup has been developed at the
IFAE optical laboratory [20] [21] with the capability to
measure the main performance parameters of a detector:
the dark current, linearity, full well, readout noise, quan-
tum efficiency and pixels operability. This custom setup,
which optical path is represented in figure 4, is composed
of a Quartz-Tungsten-Halogen (QTH) lamp source which
feeds a F#4 Czerny–Turner monochromator with its
slits adjusted to yield a bandwidth of 10 nm. The
monochromatic light is generated through two grating
elements with a blaze wavelength at 1200 and 2000 nm,

Fig. 3. Typical quantum efficiency for a NIRLFSA device measured
on individual diodes at 77K [2].

both with a groove density of 300 g/mm providing a
total dispersion of 19 nm/mm. A blade shutter and a 6-
slot filter wheel are located at the entrance port of the
monochromator. The filter wheel contains a set of order
sorting filters which avoids the second order diffraction
at the monochromator output.

The integration sphere is equipped with 3 ports: 0◦,
90◦ and North-Pole, where the last port holds an In-
GaAs photodiode used as reference for the irradiance
fluctuations. As shown in figure 7, the integration sphere
resides inside an aluminium box used as radiation shield.
The box and the complete optical path are filled with
nitrogen gas that is used to displace the atmospheric air
to avoid water absorption in the NIR/SWIR region, which
attenuate the J, H and K astronomy bands.

The integration sphere temperature is controlled by a
closed-loop PID controller up to reach a relative error of
σ ≤ 0.008 ◦C as shown in figure 5. Such a temperature
stability reduces the thermal radiation drift coming from
its shell as result of a ”black body” behavior, despite
the very low emissivity of the gold-coating. As figure
6 depicts, a temperature error of 0.008 ◦C in the wave-

Fig. 4. Optical path layout showing the main parts of the optical
setup and the inner cold parts behind the entrance window.
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Fig. 5. The temperature of the integration sphere is controlled in
order to keep constant the thermal radiation. A closed-loop PID
controller allows to reach a setpoint error of 0.008 ◦C.

length band from 0.8 to 2.5 µm corresponds to a total
band radiance background of 8.2e−9 W/m2 and from
0.8 to 1.8 µm of 6.8e−12 W/m2. In order to reduce as
much as possible the error while measuring the detectors
quantum efficiency, the band corresponding to a range
from 0.8 to 1.8 µm (J and H astronomy bands) offers
the lowest uncertainty and remains below the Noise
Equivalent Power (NEP) of any photodiode used in the
setup.

In the whole range from 0.8 to 1.8 µm, the total
setup NEP, NEPtotal, can be approximated by adding
in quadrature the NEP from the NIST calibrated pho-
todiode (NEPNIST PD), the InGaAs reference photodiode
(NEPREF PD) and the NEP of the integration sphere
(NEPIS) as follows:

NEPtotal =
√

NEPNIST PD
2 + NEPREF PD

2 + NEPIS
2

Fig. 6. The low temperature error in the integration sphere (σ ≤
0.008 ◦C) produces an uncertainty in the thermal radiation. As
any black body source, the spectral radiance is increased at higher
wavelengths, specially beyond 2 µm.

Fig. 7. Inside the aluminium box used as radiation shield, the
integration sphere and its heat exchanger stage in a nitrogen gas
atmosphere are located.

Specifically, for the proposed setup the value com-
puted is NEPtotal < 1.6e−12 W/

√
(Hz).

The output of the integration sphere is directly at-
tached to the CaF2 entrance window located at the cryo-
stat. Once inside the cryostat, just behind the entrance
window, the cold stop and the cold baffle are located, as
shown in figure 8. Both are aluminium black anodized
[22] standard lens tubes: the cold baffle is composed of
two 150 mm long SM2-threaded lens tubes and the cold
stop is a 10 mm SM1-threaded lens tube mounted in
the SM2 by means of an adapter. The cold stop size is
defined at the first instance by the SM1 lens tube aperture
(22.9 mm of clear aperture) but it is finally defined by
the opto-mechanics components mounted, i.e. a pinhole
and/or a filter.

Fig. 8. Inner view of the cryostat where the cold baffle and the cold
plate can be appreciated.
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Fig. 9. The whole cold baffle is wrapped with MLI in order to avoid
the thermal radiation from the vessel‘s walls.

TABLE II
MAIN OPTICAL SETUP SPECIFICATIONS

Parameter Value

Wavelength Range 0.8 - 2.5 µm

QE Wavelength Range 0.8 - 1.8 µm

Bandwidth 0.01 µm

NEP @ QE Range < 1.6e−12W 1

For quantum efficiency measures, an optical shortpass
(SP) filter with a custom cutoff wavelength of 1800 nm
is used in order to avoid the thermal radiation produced
by higher wavelengths and also for fitting with the NIST
calibrated photodiode wavelength range used for irradi-
ance calculation at the detector‘s position. Additionally,
the cold baffle is wrapped with 10 sheets of multi-layer
insulation (MLI) in order to reject the thermal radiation
coming from the vessel‘s walls, as shown in figure 9.
Finally, the detector‘s focal plane is located at the end
of the cold baffle, around ∼300 mm from the entrance
window. The main specifications of the optical setup are
described in Table II.

IV. CRYO-VACUUM SETUP DESCRIPTION

The cryostat used in the setup has been fully designed
and manufactured at IFAE and was previously used to
perform the thermal cycles and further qualification and
validation tests of the Filter Wheel Assembly (FWA) of
the ESA‘s Near Infrared Spectrograph and Photometer
(NISP) instrument [23] [24] [25]. The vessel is made of
aluminium with an inner volume of ∼120 liters where

1Sampling Rate= 1 sample/second

a copper plate of 500 x 500 mm is located, called cold
plate, and allows to mount and align a custom optical
system refrigerated up to 30K. Its huge cooling power
is achieved thanks to a mechanically driven single-stage
Gifford McMahon cold head Leybold COOLPOWER 250
MD [26] with cooling capacity greater than 175 W at
80K, which is connected to a helium (He) compressor
unit Leybold COOLPACK 6000 HMD [26]. The vacuum
is performed by a turbomolecular pump Agilent TV301
[27] which is connected to a dry scroll backing pump
Agilent IDP-15 [27], both allowing to reach the last vac-
uum of 10−7 mbar at room temperature and 10−8 mbar
once the system is cold. The cold plate is made of a
massive oxygen-free high thermal conductivity (OFHC)
copper plate with an approximate weight of ∼20 Kg. It
is thermally isolated from the vessel‘s walls by means of
four PEEKTM spacers located at every corner and then
attached to the cold head by a couple of copper straps
sets. The detector is also mounted on a PEEKTM holder
in order to isolate it from the whole assembly and is
thermally connected to the cold plate by a thin copper
braid.

Three heater elements of 100W each have been in-
stalled to control the cold plate temperature. There are
six PT-100 temperature sensors spread along the cold
plate, the detector, the cold baffle and the radiation
shield which are used for controlling and monitoring
purposes. This way, there are two temperature closed-
loop controls (PID) which are performed by a Lakeshore
336 [28] controller: one to control the cold plate and the
other to control the detector´s temperature. The latter
is performed by a built-in 15W heater and its own
calibrated Lakeshore PT-103 RTD sensor.

A. CRYO-VACUUM SETUP CLEANLINESS

The cryostat has been extensively tested to asses its
reliability to host scientific-grade optical detectors. The
vacuum cleanliness was investigated through the use of
a MKS Microvison-IP [29] residual gas analyzer (RGA)
which was connected to a CF port of the cryostat.
This mass spectrometer measures the individual partial
pressures of gases separating ions in the mean free path
in the dewar’s vacuum by their mass-to-charge ratio.
The resulting atomic mass spectrum or cracking patterns,
measured in atomic mass units AMU, is depicted in
figure 10. It shows that the principal partial pressures
belong to water (16, 17 and 18 AMU); atmospheric air
gases: nitrogen (14 and 28 AMU), hydrogen (2 AMU),
oxygen (32 AMU); some alcohol/acetone fragments (31
and 43 AMU) likely coming from the cleaning procedure
and finally a small peak at 55 AMU which is hard to
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Fig. 10. Resulting atomic mass spectrum from the RGA during the
cleanliness test. The highest peak belongs to water (16, 17 and 18
AMU) and the lowest (55 AMU) probably to hydrocarbons.

classify but most probably coming from C4H
+
7 hydro-

carbons [30]. Bearing all this in mind and regarding that
the last reached vacuum is around 10−8 mbar, all the
present gases have a melting point above 50K and in
the worse case of a hydrocarbon concentration, the peak
is very low, we consider that the cryo-vacuum setup
is safe to allocate high performance detectors without
contaminating them.

B. TEMPERATURE AND VACUUM CONTROL

As described above, the temperature control of the
cryo-vacuum setup is performed in two stages: one
closed-loop control for the temperature of the cold plate
and another for the detector´s temperature. The control
is performed by a Lakeshore 336 controller using its
standard outputs: output 1 connected to the cold plate
heater and output 2 to the detector´s heater. Besides the
temperature sensors used for control loop feedback, there
are four sensors monitoring the temperature on critical
parts which all together provide an overall view of the
system performance.

The temperature error is a consequence of uncer-
tainties on the temperature sensors and the electronics
inaccuracies and is estimated to be around 16 mK [31].

The whole cryo-vacuum system is controlled and
monitored with LabVIEWTM [32] software through a
state machine application, illustrated in figure 11, where
every possible control configuration for the instruments
is defined. Moreover, in order to perform the thermal
cycles on the detector, the state machine takes decisions
about the feasibility to cool down or warm up the
detector after checking some basic safety conditions as
the vacuum level, the turbomolecular pump state, the
power line, etc. Once the safety condition is evaluated
and a change in the state machine is approved, all

Fig. 11. State machine diagram of the cryostat control. The default
state is monitoring while the data is logged and safety cross-checks
are continuously performed.

the configuration parameters are sent to the different
instruments; those parameters are mainly the temperature
setpoints, the temperature and vacuum alarms thresholds.
Following the instrument‘s configuration, the default
state is monitoring, which logs all the data in a text
file and continuously evaluates the safety conditions
associated to the current state.

The cold plate controllability is the key to guarantee
the good performance of the whole thermal system
since all the cold parts are thermally joined in such
a piece: the cold optics, the cold baffle, the detector‘s
package, the pre-amplification cage, etc. Due to the
critical relevance of this system, the temperature sta-
bility, and thus its control, was specially investigated,
simulated and tuned. After several iterations, the system
has successfully achieved a temperature setpoint of 100K
with a controlled temperature ramp down of 0.5 K/min.
A relative temperature error of ∼0.5 mK was measured

Fig. 12. Cold plate temperature stability in a 12-hour time-span with
a relative temperature error of ∼0.5 mK around the steady-state.
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along a 12-hour test, as can be seen in figure 12.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Europe aims to be independent in manufacturing
high performance and large focal plane arrays, being
the ASTEROID detector the first european MCT-FPA
device available for scientific use in the coming years.
Detector characterization demands custom multidisci-
plinary setups with capabilities bordering the current
engineering technologies, specially those developed for
testing spaceborne scientific detectors, as is the case
of the MCT focal plane arrays. The optical and the
cryo-vacuum setups developed at IFAE were designed
to measure the pixel operability while the detector is
thermally stressed by repetitive thermal cycles but with-
out being limited to perform the typical electro-optical
battery tests used to report the detector performances.
The setups allow to perform the optical performance
detector tests in the range from 0.8 to 1.8 µm with a NEP
< 1.6e−12 W/

√
(Hz) while maintaining the detector at

a temperature of 100K with a temperature stability of
∼0.5 mK and after performing the thermal cycle tests
with a controlled ramp of 0.5 K/min. Thanks to the
research done in this project and the achievements, it
is demonstrated that the setups are commissioned and
ready to install the ASTEROID detector for its further
EO characterization and thermal stress, offering homo-
geneous monochromatic illumination, high temperature
stability and harmless vacuum environment.
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